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INTRODUCTION
Let me first of all appreciate you for the right step you take in subscribing to this
highly valuable material in the kingdom of Digital Marketing. Gone are the days
when you have to visit market before you buy or sell. The current ecommerce
growth forecast from eMarketer suggests that globally ecommerce income will
increase to 16% of all income in 2020. This is an increase of 19%. This projection
suggests the growth in digital buyers. Below is the projection of US only

(Statistica 2020)
Can you see that it will be a right step in the right direction if you can enlist your
services on wide world web and all you need after is driving traffic to it.
Think of this: If you have been looking ahead to host visitors at your home, there
are certain steps you would possibly take in advance. You would make certain
your domestic used to be clean, that there used to be cleaning soap and smooth
hand towels in the bathroom, and you may put together some snacks, or even an
whole meal.
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Preparing your website follows the equal concept. You choose to take certain
steps are taking. Make positive that your navigation follows a logical sequence.
You ensure that you have many of right contents, and that the whole lot is
spelled correctly.
You additionally desire your site visitors to be in a position to take part in your
website – to take action. Look at every page, and decide what kind of motion
your traffic can take. Do you have a discussion board or blog? Do you habits
polls or surveys? Do you have a subscribe field for your opt-in listing on each
web page of your site? Ensure that your internet site is prepared for visitors!
Also make certain that your pages lead your traffic to take the motion that you
favor them to take, no remember what that motion may additionally be.
That is the first and most critical step of site visitors generation. If your website
isn’t captivating and welcoming, any site visitors technology things to do you do
from this factor on are wasted! Take the time, and put forth the effort to make
your website as precise as viable – and study to seem to be at it from your
visitor’s factor of view!
After you do this, make certain that you are the use of all of the pleasant
recognised Search Engine Optimization techniques, such as making certain that
you have easy HTML code, that you’ve used your key-word effectively, that you
have key-word prosperous textual content hyperlinks and alt tags, and that the
title of your website, in your HTML code, has your important key-word or phrase
as well. Take some time to discover search engine optimization techniques, so
that you can draw herbal search site visitors as well.
Once your internet site is equipped for company, you are prepared to begin
inviting that company. You do now not want any one-of-a-kind equipment for
visitors generation. What you want is your computer, an Internet connection,
your mind, a willingness to do the work, and knowledge. That’s all it takes.
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CHAPTER 1
INCREASE TRAFFIC TO YOUR WEBSITE
The World Wide Web has truly pervaded all aspects of human existence.
Everything and everyone is going online now, and the move towards a totally
connected world is not “if” anymore, it’s “when”.
Statistics show that up to 85% of the people who spend time online also
purchase online. If you take the North American continent alone where more
than 75% of the population have a broadband Internet connection at home,
even if a fraction of these people buy online, it is still a huge market.
Online purchasing is also seeing tremendous growth and many companies are
projecting a doubling of volume in just three years. If you take PayPal as a case
in point, they have gone from $2 billion in payment volumes in 2002 to $16
billion in 2009 with revenues crossing $2.4 billion.
Amazon is another case that you can take as an example. Considering that
Amazon is one of the largest online retailers, if not the largest, just looking at
their total sales volume will show you that the trend in terms of online
purchasing is only going up. While just four years ago, in 2006, Amazon was
about par with retail sales, since then they have posted higher growth rates,
including during the recession years while retail sales has seen a steady
decline in sales. Amazon has posted a 16% growth since the last one year
alone while retail sales have grown only by 2.5%.
Online is where you will have to be in the future and whether you are selling
something or just blogging about your thoughts, if you are serious about it you
will have to do something to increase web traffic to your site.
There are a number of ways in which you can do this and there are a number of
people who give free advice on what you need to do to increase web traffic.
One of the most common things you hear is SEO or Search Engine
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Optimization, and while this is something that you have to keep in mind, there
are a number of other things that you can also think about.
This guide is meant to be informative to help beginners who want to set up
their own websites on the salient points that they will have to keep in mind
while they do this.
Some of the tips may be a little complicated, but most of them are very simple
and how popular your site becomes depends on how effectively you can bring
them all together.
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CHAPTER 2
WEB CONTENT
The content that you put up on your website is the most critical thing that you
need to think of. In the same way that a store will do well only if they sell things
that people need, you will get people visiting your website only if you give
something that people are looking for. Of course it also means that you are
entering a crowded market because genuinely unique niches are hard to come
by. If you do find one, you are on to a good thing, but even if not, as long as
you make the content appealing, you are sure to find takers.
Do something that others don't do. For example, selling products or services
online is catching on really fast, and you will find a number of sites with
products that link back to the larger online retailers like Amazon or eBay. If
you want to do the same, it is not that difficult, except that there is something
that you will have to give that other websites do not offer. For example, if you
offer a personal review of the product that you are selling you are sure to
develop a certain number of loyal customers and as long as the reviews are
informative and helpful you will only get more customers with time.
There are other websites that offer the same thing, but most of them will have
only a couple of lines that they probably found in other websites and copied. If
you give information that is more detailed and specific, things that only a user
would know, you are sure to make a hit.
Keep people coming back for more!
This does take more work and time, but unless you are willing to invest in good
content, there is really no point in proceeding further. Make sure that you do
your research. Even if you are only selling dog collars, as long as you give the
pros and cons of each one honestly people will appreciate it. The goal should
be to make the content such that people who even casually visit your site once
will bookmark it and keep coming back.
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Keep it short and simple
While writing your content, remember that just because you want to be
informative you should not have long winded articles. Statistics show that
between 400 and 600 words is the best length for most online articles. If you
want to fill space in your site use other interactive content. Not only will this
make the whole thing nicer to see and read it will also relieve the monotony of
just plain text.
Even if you do not have the expertise to create interactive content, just using
bullet points and charts in-between text will break it up into smaller more
easily read pieces.
Stay who you are
Lastly, while writing, never lose your human voice. While writing it is easy to
lose the personal touch that you give when talking and instead go for a more
professional voice. The only thing that this will serve to do is to make visitors
feel unwanted.
This becomes more of a problem as you grow, because as you see more
money come in you will start to streamline the content. You need to walk a
tight rope here because it is very easy to lose what brought people to your site
in the first place while doing this. The risk of changing anything is that just as
there is potential for success, there is an equally good chance for failure too.
One more thing that you should keep in mind when developing web content is
that the more graphics you have, the more time it takes to load the page. While
this may not be a problem with many people because they have a broadband
connection, a number of people access the net through their phones and
palmtops, and heavy websites really slow down these machines.
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CHAPTER 3
DON’T SEND NEWSLETTER
Newsletters are a big thing in many websites nowadays. Websites ask people
to subscribe to their free newsletters and keep sending out information every
week or sometimes more frequently depending on the strategy that they
follow. Whether this was a good idea in the first place or not, it really is a waste
of time nowadays. Most email applications offer anti spam filters and most
newsletters only end up in the junk mail folders.
You may think that even if a very small percentage of people to whom you
send out the newsletters read them it is good because the cost of sending them
out is low, you are only shooting yourself in the foot here. You will only be
classifying your website as another pusher who is trying to push something, in
everyone's minds and will therefore lose out on your brand image.
Give them the option
A better idea is to give the option to people to subscribe to an RSS feed. This
gives them the option to either choose to subscribe or not which means that
only genuinely interested people will. It will also give you a much more
accurate idea of how popular your site is because most of those who subscribe
will actually read what you have to say.
Give value
One of the best ways of generating interest in these posts is to give insider
information. Don't just write rehashed information that is easily found in other
places online. If you are recommending a particular software for a specific
purpose give honest impressions that are not found elsewhere. You may think
that this is too much to give away freely, but look at it this way. Open Source is
catching on like blazes now, and there is a free alternative to almost
everything, including Operating Systems. If you want to charge for your
opinions as well as for the product that you sell, you will find that someone else
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is only charging for the product and is offering their opinions freely resulting
in a movement away from your site.
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CHAPTER 4
BECOME A COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTORS
If you are starting a website, chances are that there is already an online
community on the niche that you want to start yours in. Make sure that you
become involved and join them. Don't get so high and mighty that you
think that everything that you write online should get you money. Write on
other people's blogs and websites too. Just make sure that you link back to
your site. Usually this is done in the signature and is one of the most
effective ways of generating traffic to your site as long as what you write is
worth reading. If the posting was good, people will come to your site just
to read other articles written by you which is what you want.
Quote, but link
Another way is to quote from an article written elsewhere on the net.
Usually nobody minds you quoting as long as you give them credit for it
and link back to their site as well. Not only is this good etiquette, it will
also improve your standing within the community which means that
slowly, other more established people will start to link to your site.
Apart from the traffic that this linking generates, there is another more
valuable reason for doing this. Most search engines do not index a website
as soon as it is hosted. There are a number of people who create sites on
free to use communities and then do not follow it up. Obviously no search
engine wants any site like this in their results. One way that they identify if
a site is in use and is genuine is by the number of links back to it. If these
links are from sites in good standing with the search engines, the chances
of your site getting indexer faster are greater.
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Use article directories
Another very popular way of getting these links back is by posting articles
on article directories and then linking it to your site. There are many such
article directories that allow you to upload content free although they have
certain criteria about the kind of articles that you can upload. Ezine is only
one among them and there are a number of others that you can post to.
What this does is help you upload a lot of content in places other than your
website and then back link to your website thus improving your standing
with the search engines.
This is where you use the SEO optimization that you hear about frequently.
There are two goals to doing this, one is the already mentioned improving
of ranking with search engines, and the other is that sometimes these
articles will actually come up higher in the ranking than your site. If this
happens you will be driving traffic to your site from there too.
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CHAPTER 5
GET EXPERTS TO WRITE ARTICLES
This is easier said than done, but is one of the most effective ways of
generating traffic to your site. Whatever niche you are in, unless you
yourself are an expert, getting one to write articles for you is a good idea.
Of course, not many experts will actually consent to write anything for you,
which is where the previous point comes in. Most of these experts would
be high standing members of the community and as long as you lay the
groundwork properly and get connected, they are sure to notice you.
Over time you can approach them about writing something for you, and
even if they decline, you've not lost anything by asking. By becoming a
respected member in the community you will just be making it that much
harder for them to refuse you when you do ask.
This is not something that you can do a couple of weeks after you start, or
even a couple of months after you do. It takes time to earn a name, and
even if you are not considered an expert in the field, as long as you make
sure that you are a respected member in the community you are to the
good.
For example, if you want to start a website that recommends/sells
software, make sure that you join a community where such software is
discussed. Join as many as you can, and make sure that you participate.
Help out others who ask for help and if you do this long enough it is the
best way to get noticed. If you offer your time and expertise for free not
only will those you helped directly come to your site the next time they
want something, other members in your community will also link to your
articles. Over time, some of them may even start recommending that their
visitors visit your site. Helping others very rarely does not pay; it just takes
time for you to see the results.
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CHAPTER 6
USE TRACKING SYSTEM
Any business revolves around metrics. You need details of how many
people visit your site, how long they spend at your site, which pages are
the most often viewed and many other details that will help you improve
your site. There are a few different ways to do this.
The most popular way is to use Google analytics. Google analytics is a free
code that Google gives you that you have to put into each page of your
website. This code runs every time a person visits your website and keeps
track of everything from whether this was their first visit to how long they
spend in each page. This is not a foolproof method because this system
does not take into account people, who disable Java script in their
browsers, but the number of people who do this is very small and in any
case Google only uses 500,000 randomly taken hits for their metrics.
Although Google analytics is the largest used such software there are
others too that you can use, both free as well as paid. There are issues with
running such software starting with increased loading time, but they are
getting better and better with each passing month.
There are some websites that do not use Google analytics because the
information thus collected can be accessed by others. By others, it does
not mean retail customers, but for example Google itself retains this
information for their uses. Large corporations are not comfortable with
other companies gaining information about their websites and therefore
do not go with Google, but for most of us analytics is good enough.
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CHAPTER 7
USE OF KEYWORD TOOLS
This is one of the most important things that you will have to do. First, you
will have to decide what the keywords are that most people may use when
they want to look for what you are providing. Think about the words
people would use to find your site, and the more people who contribute,
the more exhaustive the list is going to be. After you have narrowed down
the general keywords that you think that people will be looking for, you
can use specific software like Google's keyword tool, Yahoo's Overture
Keyword selector tool, Wordtracker, Keyword Dictionary or any other tool
that you are comfortable with.
Most of them are free to use and will give you a combination of keywords
based on the keyword that you typed in. This will help you identify the
best combination of keywords to use in your content because it will give
you the search strings that are the most commonly used in relation to the
word you typed in.
Be dynamic, not static
This does not mean that once you write and post your articles you are
finished. Keywords are very dynamic, and often, along with trends the
search strings that are often used too often will change. You do not have to
necessarily change the entire content in your site during times like this.
Just making sure that you incorporate the new keywords is sometimes
good enough.
Don't overdo it
This may sound simple but in reality it is not. This is because you will have
to walk a fine line between over-stuffing your articles with different
keywords and with putting in too few. And even then most search engines
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are able to identify if the keywords come logically as part of the sentence
or have been forced in somewhere where they are not suitable.
Nobody knows exactly how the search engines do this as it is their trade
secret, but suffice it to say that just because your article is full of keywords
it does not necessarily mean that the site is going to get a better ranking.
Often an article with the keyword appearing just once will pop up higher
than one where it has been repeated a number of times. Keep this in mind
when writing your articles.
Also never copy content, unless you are linking back to where you are
copying from. All search engines are able to identify copied content and if
it finds that your article is copied, you will even lose ranking because it
will tend to push your site to the bottom of the pile.
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CHAPTER 8
COPY OTHERS
This may sound a little odd, especially after the previous chapter but this is
something that everyone does. You don't copy the content; instead you
copy what someone else is doing better by getting more traffic to their
website. You will know what websites are getting more traffic to them by
their ranking on search engines.
Do your groundwork
This is not as easy as you would think though. You will first have to locate
all the sites that are the leaders in the segment you are in. There are a
number of tools that will help you do this, and Google PageRank is both
very useful as well as free.
After you form your list you will have to visit each of these sites and figure
out for yourself why they are doing better than you. Check different
search engines that will give you this information and this is where your
true talent lies. The more accurate you are in identifying why others do
well, the better you can make your site.
While making changes you will obviously have to continue tracking hits to
your site, but do not be hasty and make changes quickly. It will take a day
for the changes to be indexed properly in the search engines, and even
then you will have to allow some time before the changes start making any
difference. It is a slow process and you learn as you go.
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CHAPTER 9
FOCUS ON THE POPULAR PORTION OF
YOUR SITE
Many people do not realize it when they start out, but it is difficult to start a
website and put in information that is always appealing. To most of us as
long as the article that we post is well written and interesting to read, it
should work, but it rarely does. You need to know which portion of your
website is working well and which is not.
You can get this information using Google analytics, and once you identify
this trend, it is up to you to start concentrating on that portion of your
website. For all you know the portion of your website that you would think
is the least appealing will get the most number of look ins.
For example, if you have started a website where you post reviews of
different home appliances and also sell them, your assumption would be
that the most hits would be on the reviews. When looking at the metrics
however you may be surprised to find that it is your blog or your
comments page that is receiving the most hits.
What you should immediately do is to concentrate on the comments page
and leverage it. Ultimately advertisers look at the total number of hits on
your website and as long as you can maintain a consistent number of visits
a day or week it is all for the best.
Of course it means that you will probably need to rework your review
page so that it too starts seeing more traffic, but that should be the second
thing on your priority, not first.
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Be patient
Many websites that are really popular have a ratio of around 1:20. This
means that for every 20 articles that you put in, one will turn out popular.
For beginners this ratio will be much higher, but keep plugging away at it.
Nobody finds a winning combination instantly and you should be willing to
spend a lot of time on making your website a success. Don't be afraid to try
out new things. If it does not work you can always remove the page later,
but if it does click, you have something on which you can concentrate on.
Another thing that you should not worry too much about is not so much the
number of hits on your website, but on how long the people stay. There
are a number of reasons why people may just open your site and close it
immediately. Those who matter are the ones who stay for a certain length
of time. Although, for most commercial purposes it is the number of hits on
your page that matter, for you to develop a good site it is the people who
stay on whom you will have to concentrate on. Only then will you know
what people are visiting your site for and provide more of the same.
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CHAPTER 10
GIVE FREEBIE
This does not mean that you give out free products. It could very well be
a simple eBook on a particular subject or free wallpaper.
For example, if you have a website that is related to IT you could give
wallpapers or screen savers that you have designed. Many people do
this, but they ask for contact information as well. This is really a waste
because the only reason for this contact information is to send out
newsletters and as we have already seen, newsletters are really not all
that effective.
By giving it free without anything in return, you will be generating more
interest in your site. Interest will spread by word of mouth and you will
find people visiting you simply to download what you have to offer.
If you are opening a medical related site, giving out a short 10 or 20
page eBook on some ailment, say diabetes, will only do good. Of course
if this book is not a good one you will be better off not offering it for free
as the reputation that you will receive will be bad. If you give out an
informative well written book, or a really nice looking wallpaper, people
will talk about your site and ultimately the amount of publicity generated
will be greater than if you had spend 10 times as much as you did for
what you gave away.
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CHAPTER 11
ADVERTISE
This will of course cost money, but you have no other way round. Any
startup company needs marketing and even if it is online you will still
have to market your wares. There are a number of innovative ways of
doing this starting from fliers posted at different places to you having
your website displayed prominently on your vehicle. Depending on the
route you take the budget may be high or low and have varying degrees
of effectiveness.

Go with AdSense
Not only offline but you can also go for online advertising. There are
many websites that offer space to advertisers for a sum and you can
advertise where you think you will get the maximum benefit. Pop ups,
banners and advertisements are all popular, but the most popular is
AdSense by Google. Anyone can sigh up with AdSense and Google
determines the kind of advertisements that go into the web-page.
If you want to advertise on other websites you must place a sealed bid
for the space and if you are selected you can advertise. If you want to
sell ad space, Google takes care of everything but takes a 32% cut in the
income generated.
Even with this revenue loss it still makes sense to go with AdSense
because a number of small operators who do not have the financial clout
to do much have generated income from AdSense.
If you are purchasing ads, then the only thing that you are limited by is
the budget you have. The more you have, the more you can advertise.
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If you are looking at generating income through advertisements, you
have to be a little careful about it. When your website is still new, and is
not generating much traffic, many people will purchase ad space very
cheap and then reap the benefit of all your hard work because they will
be getting much more than what they paid for. It is better to wait a while
until you get established before you start selling advertisements
because of this. Don't get too greedy
Another bad thing and more important when it comes to generating
traffic to the website is that a site that is covered with ads just turns
people off. You may start to earn money quickly by adopting this
strategy, but many browsers do not like sites that have a lot of
advertisements meaning that you will actually be losing traffic by
advertising, although this is one income stream that you cannot afford to
ignore.
How you balance your need for income generation with your website is
where your talent lies, and how well you do depends on how right you
get it. There is really no simple rule that you can follow here. There are a
number of sites that are loaded with ads and yet do well, while there are
others that do not have too many and still do not do as well. There are a
number of factors that are responsible, and only time will tell whether
you are right in what you did or not.
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CHAPTER 12
BUILD A BRAND
When you are developing your website, you need to have a vision of
what you want from it. You are building up an organization, not just a
website and the growth potential is limited only by your imagination.
You need to establish a brand and live up to it.
Of course this takes time, but it is time well spent. You have to set
expectations and make sure that you live up to them. If you are in the
practice of putting in two posts a day, you will have to ensure that you
continue to do so every day. You may complain that this means that you
do not have any holidays or time off, and you will be right here. Yet, it
will be worth it in the long run.
Statistics show that even if you miss one day the traffic falls immediately.
Of course, if you are going to miss only one day this is not a long term
impact, but if you are going to make a practice of doing this, you will
start losing traffic instead of gaining it.
Plan ahead
If you feel that you absolutely have to take a break, make sure that you
plan in advance for it. There are a number of things you can do starting
from outsourcing this blog posting to making sure that you have a ready
supply of posts that you can post from anywhere. The whole world is
connected these days and as long as you have already prepared the
articles, all it is going to take is 10 or 15 minutes of your time to post it
every day.
If you are putting in articles regularly, make sure that the quality of your
work does not flag. With success don’t become complacent. Outsource
some of the more labor intensive work but make sure you check it for
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originality and quality. By staying on top of the work you choose to
outsource your site will not lose the high standard that you want for your
business.
Over time a certain website will stand for something, and you need to
identify what this something is even before you start. Only then can you
work towards it. If you just start without having any other goal than just
that you want to earn money, there will be no direction to your site and it
will vacillate here and there, never a good thing.
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CHAPTER 13
USE THE RIGHT SOFTWARE
If you have the money for it you can always outsource the development
part of the website, but this is not the cheapest thing in the world to do.
Of course, you can find freelancers who are willing to do the job
cheaply, but then their concept of what you need and yours may be
poles apart.
Like most businesses good website designers tend to charge more. This
does not however mean that you should pay through your nose to get
your website developed. There are a number of CMS tools that you can
use to develop your own site. There is a whole hoard of software that you
can use and each of them gives you different functionality.
You could go with online ones that allow you to develop and publish
everything online, or you can go with applications that allow you to
develop your site locally and then publish it online. You get both paid as
well as open source software and what you use depends on what you are
most comfortable with.
It may take you some time to develop anything approaching what you
think is nice, but it is recommended that you do this yourself if you have
the time to spare. It gives you much more control over how you design
your own website and you can have everything exactly how you want it.
Follow simple naming conventions
Another reason why it is better for you to develop your own site is that
you can follow your own naming convention. Recent studies have
showed that sites that have easy to remember addresses tend to get
more traffic than those that have a meaningless jumble of numbers and
alphabets.
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For example if you want to have a website that reviews software, just go
with www.thesitename/home. If from there you want to have a page
about you, then follow the same principle except that instead of /home
you will have /aboutme. This is much better than having something that
looks
like
this
www.thesitename/landing/ID=250?/etc/whatnot/somemorenonsense.
There may be a very good reason for you doing this, but it is better to
have things simple. Your address is not a password for it to have alpha
numeric characters.
Why this matters is really not known except that it does seem to have an
impact on web traffic.
In the same way links that lead deeper into your own website needs to
have meaningful keywords, not a link with click here on it. You may
think that this is default, but it is very easy to overlook these small things
that have a big impact on the numbers.
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CHAPTER 14
OPTIMIZED CONTENT
This is a very important factor when it comes to developing your
website. Optimizing the content does not only refer to SEO or search
engine optimization, but also to the layout of the website as well as each
page.
SEO
This is an acronym that has been used and reused so many times that
many people think that this is the only thing about a website that makes
it get a higher ranking. Obviously search engines will make use of
keywords to index your articles, but the problem is that when writing
content we can only take into account a few words or phrases that we
think is what the whole world is looking for. Yet, all search engines will
pull out your articles even using other keywords, words that you would
not consider as keywords at all.
The best thing to do is to use industry specific words to ensure that you
have a wide distribution of words. For example, if you are creating a
food website where you plan on putting up different recipes, make sure
that you include all the words that you think will be used to search for
your article. Words like cooking, recipes, dish etc. are all different
words that can be used because it is all different ways for the public to
search for the same thing.
There is fierce competition with regards to optimizing the content and
most of the larger websites would make sure that they corral most if not
all the keywords that they think are important. Yet, this does not mean
that your site will be low down in the ranking.
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Ranking of a site by a search engine is based on a combination of factors
and SEO is only one of them.
Layout optimization
Most search engines use programs called spiders or crawlers to index
your site. These spiders or crawlers are nothing but programs that
mimic human behavior but with the added capacity to tag and index
everything that they visit. Generally speaking these crawlers go top to
down and left to right. This means that the top left hand corner of your
site is the most valuable piece of real estate while the bottom right hand
corner is the least.
Knowing this will help you to optimize your layout better. For example if
you are designing your home page, it would be a better idea to put in
the links to other informational content on top and less important
information like the about us link at the bottom.
Always tag pictures
Another thing that you should remember is that crawlers cannot read
through graphics or scripts. This means that even if you subscribe to the
belief that a picture is worth a thousand words, it is still a good idea for
you to write a dozen words under the picture defining what it is. Only
this text will be used by the search engine for its indexing purposes,
which is why if you look up any result in Google images you will
sometimes find that the images do not have anything to do with your
search string, but the keywords would be present in its description.
Some people use this defect to leverage their site by adding in
keywords that are not entirely suitable, and you are the only judge as to
whether this is a risk worth taking. Search engines are always evolving,
and if at some point in the future they redefine their algorithm so that
they can identify such keyword stuffing, you will find that your website
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has all of a sudden lost its ranking. Google is definitely not going to
notify the world that it is going to do this giving you time to change your
site. When you find out it is already too late.
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CHAPTER 15
META-TAGS
If you had done a little bit of looking around before you started working
on developing your website, you would have come across the term Meta
tags. Many websites recommend that you use them when you develop
your website. These Meta tags are nothing but HTML tags that are not
visible on the page itself and are usually included inside the <HEAD>
tag of the page.
Most of the advice will be towards you stuffing all your keywords within
these tags. You can even put in keywords that do not occur within the
body of the article itself. For example, if you are setting up a cooking
website and plan on introducing various recipes and if one of the
recipes have to do with making chicken dumplings, you can add this
plus combinations of the same keyword like for example, good chicken
dumplings, or best chicken dumplings or any other search string that
you feel you want to add, but which may not necessarily sit well within
the body of the article.
They don't work for keyword stuffing
Unfortunately most search engines just ignore this tag and anything
within. They started doing this nearly a decade back and nowadays
even the use of this tag is highly debated in certain circles. The reason
for this is because many web-masters started stuffing in keywords that
did not have anything to do with their sites at all just to start directing
more traffic there.
Anyway the bottom line is that if you use this tag to stuff in keywords you
may even be doing yourself harm because some search engines actually
penalize sites that do this. Where do I use Meta Tags?
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This does not mean that Meta tags are totally useless. Some search
engines use what is inside the Meta tags coupled with what is within the
articles to get a better idea of what the site contains. This is why the
initial advice was to only include keywords that are related to what you
are writing about.
Another thing that you can do is to put in a short description of what the
site is about within this tag. If we take the same cooking website as an
example, you could write a short one-liner like this “A simple recipe to
make chicken dumplings within 30 minutes”.
Usually this line would be incorporated to some extent in the summary
that is given below your website in the search results page. This does
not mean that all search engines will start to display what is within these
tags but you at least have some amount of control over what is said about
your site. Even Google that has come out a few years back and said that
they ignore Meta tags, nowadays incorporate at least some amount of
what is available in the Meta tags in their summary.
Other uses
There are also other uses for Meta tags like if you do not want to index
certain pages in your site, or if you do not want the search engines
crawlers not to follow certain links in your site. Using Meta tags with the
noindex or nofollow options will give you this. You may wonder why
anyone would even want to not index their site, but there are cases when
it is helpful. For example, if you have written an article on a certain
subject, but over a few years you find that things have progressed and
that this article may not be relevant any more, you have the option of
removing that page, or archiving it. Unless you specify that you do not
want this page indexed it will continue to show up on searches, and
because it has been around far longer than the updated page will be
higher in the rankings.
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You can also use the tags to specify the content type, like if it is text or
graphics, and the language used. Although this does not make that big a
difference, it is really helpful, especially for those sites that offer a
number of language options. The search engines will be better able to
index each page separately, instead of taking everything to be duplicate
content.
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CHAPTER 16
ROBUST BLOG
Blogging is something that most web surfers do. They either have their
own blogs or they comment on others'. Having a blog page where you
can post your thoughts and have others respond is therefore a good
idea. A blog is not a comments page for your article. A blog is where
people can share their thoughts and that's it.
You can therefore have a website where you give reviews and sell
software, and have a blog where you can discuss everything from how a
certain IT company is following trade practices to the state of the
economy. These comments may not find suitable space anywhere other
than your blog and having a separate page for it is a good idea.
Have your blog in your website
This is something that a number of people fail to do. They will have a
website and have a blog, but they will both be in different domains.
Some people actually go to the time and the effort of creating their own
website but host their blogs using free software like WordPress
Leaving aside the impracticality of this, you will also be losing out on
driving traffic to your site from your blog. Web traffic is not all
generated through just one source and it is only by combining a number
of sources that you get where you want to be. Blogs are one of these
options. If you have started blogging about an interesting topic there is
every reason for people to follow through to your website if it were in
the same domain. By splitting them up in different locations you are
losing on a certain amount of the traffic.
The best way is to host your blog as a sub-domain of your primary
domain which is your website, and the worst is to use other hosting sites
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like BlogSpot or WordPress. Of course, if you have your blog in your site
you will have to purchase more server space, but then the charges are
quite low.
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CHAPTER 17
HOLD-OFF ON COMMENT
Most people who create their websites make sure that they incorporate
a comments section. This is done so that people who visit can start to
leave comments. This is very useful because many times people who
comment on your section will also link back to their articles on similar
topics. Of course, people do this to increase their own ranking, but it is
also helpful to you if you have more unique people linking to your site. It
improves your standing with the search engines tremendously.
There is one problem with this though and that this section is like a two
edged sword. If you are a regular web surfer you would have come
across umpteen sites where there is not one single comment written. Of
course you can employ others to write in a few, but
it is very easy to make out the real ones from the fake. Rather than do
this it is better to leave the comments section blank.
Yet, leaving it blank seems to imply that your site really does not have
many followers. It can give an empty feeling to the site and even if the
content is quite good, just because there is not a single comment in it
many people will not return to your site.
When do I start it?
The best way to tackle this is to start up this section after some time.
During this time you will be trying various different methods to improve
the rankings and improve traffic to your site. Once you find that you are
getting around 500 to 700 hits who stay for some time every day would
be the right time for you to start this section. If you are offering an RSS
feed you can start as soon as you hit the one hundred subscribers mark.
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What you are ensuring by doing this is that your site has a minimum
quorum that will at least follow up on comments once someone starts off.
Plus, you are also improving your chances of having at least one in this
group who will in the least leave a “Good job” in the comments section.
Of course, you may lose out on comments on previous articles, but it is a
risk that you will have to take.
There is no rule governing how long it will take for this to happen. For all
you know you may start seeing a lot of activity in your blog once you
post your first article itself and if you find that there are a number of
people leaving comments about what you have written, you can open
the section on the second day itself. All we advise you to do is to open
the comments section only when you feel that you will have a good
number of followers who will use the section instead of leaving it empty.
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CHAPTER 18
HAVE A SITEMAP
A sitemap is just one page where you have the whole layout of your
website. Smaller simpler websites may not necessarily want one, but
sites that have a number of pages definitely have to have one. This page
is very important for two reasons.
First, if you have or are planning to have a large number of pages to
your website, it is better to have one page from where people can
navigate to different places on your site. It makes the whole browsing
experience simpler making sure that you do not lose any visitors
because they feel that navigating your site is too complicated.
Second, this page is important because you can submit this page to
search engines to index. This has the double advantage of forcing the
search engine crawlers to follow all the links in the page thus indexing
all pages and also ensures that your site gets indexed quicker.
Sometimes, especially if your site has a large number of pages crawlers
do not probe more than two links into the site meaning that pages that
lead deeper into your site are left un-indexed.
Many people who have such sitemaps find that this page gets ranked
much higher in most search engines for most keywords than the actual
page dealing with the keyword giving you the double benefit of a higher
ranking as well as making sure that people visit other pages in your site.
How do you organize the sitemap?
This is basically up to you. Some people just have one page where they
have links to all the pages in their website. This page will not be visible
to the browsing public, but will be useful for the search engines to index
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all the pages in your website. This is the simplest form of having a
sitemap
Others use JavaScript drop down menus to help navigate their sites, but
then the crawlers do not read this. This means that you will have to have
a text version of the sitemap done just so that it gets indexed. You can
always keep this portion invisible while keeping the scripted portion
visible.
The formatting of the page is up to you. Depending on the number of
main pages you can follow the traditional top across, or left vertical
method. If you are good at designing you can even follow a completely
new method. It is however safer to stick with the traditional if only
because it gives some familiarity to your website from the point of view
of first time visitors.
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CHAPTER 19
HIGH TRAFFIC DAYS
Traffic to websites is a very fickle thing. There may be days when there
is almost no activity, and there may be days when the amount of activity
can almost bring your site down. Only with experience can you gauge if
there is any pattern to this or not. Different sites dealing with different
subjects have different patterns and there is no way to gauge what sort
of traffic pattern you will have until you start yours and keep it running
for some time.
It is however a given that there will be days when you see a bump up in
traffic. There may be a very sound reason for this, for example, if you
are releasing new software on your site. Other times, your site may be
pulled out of near obscurity simply because some factor outside your
influence has turned the public eye your way.
For example, if you have a site that deals with global warming, you will
see a certain amount of activity on a daily basis, and then one fine day
there may be a storm somewhere that put a whole township under
water, or a huge chunk of an iceberg may break off the Antarctic. The
next day you may see a tremendous jump up in traffic.
As soon as you see that there is a jump in the traffic, even if only slight,
make sure that you take advantage of it. Start increasing the number of
posts, and make sure that there is some activity in your site within the
next 24 hrs. Some web surfers are not known the most loyal and will
immediately forget about your site if there is nothing happening for
more than a day.
In this day and age where things happen really fast, it is the people who
keep track and take advantage of small shifts in traffic patterns who do
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well. The web is a media outlet much like your television, and if there is
something happening and a particular channel is not covering it, how
long would you stay with that channel. Exactly how long others will stay
with you if you do not take advantage of something happening in your
field.
You may only have a site that has software for sale, but if Apple is
releasing a new version of their iPod it is best to take it up. If you feel
that the topic is outside the scope of your site, start a topic on your blog,
that's what blogs are for. This is also a good way of driving traffic to your
site, especially if you have your blog as a sub-domain.
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CHAPTER 20
USE ONLINE COMMUNITY
This is something that most people who have websites will have to do as
a default. These online communities are where people meet and share
information or just chat, all without moving from their chair. Whether
you know it or not, just creating an ID in a community like Facebook or
Twitter will ensure that you get some activity to your page. Even if there
is nothing there to attract people, there may be people who just find
your name appealing and visit your page.
Making sure that you devote time to having a good profile in these
communities, and update them as to what is new is a good way of telling
people about what you are doing. If you are in real earnest, you can be
connected to hundreds, or thousands of people whom you hardly know,
and if you can coax a portion of them to visit your site, you are once
again driving that little more traffic your way.
Get to know the community
Before you start planning on using any community as a marketing tool,
first know what they are. These places are just a virtual place where you
can network with your friends, but the social etiquette remains. This
means that just as you cannot go to your club and then start selling stuff
there to your fellow club members; you cannot do that online either.
Many people would be shocked to even consider doing something like
this at their club, but will not think twice about approaching their
network online.
Yet, unlike a club a networking site online gives you a number of
facilities, the least of which is that you can inform your network about
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anything new in your life. Just as people would not take it badly if you
sent out bulk messages that you have gotten married or have a child,
you can inform people that you are starting a new venture. If worded
properly you will receive replies wishing you the best in your new
venture.
Don't market
This is the last thing that you must do. Many people make this mistake
and pay for it by not only not getting any increase in traffic, but by
making sure that they have effectively alienated their network because
they have just showed themselves to be someone who uses their
personal network for business. Your Facebook or Twitter ID is where
you post what is happening with you, not a place where you sell
products or services; you do that in your website. For example, if you
have a website that deals with cooking, and offer recipes, make sure that
this is part of your ID. At a later date if you want to bring out a short book
of recipes for a price that you hope to sell online as an eBook, just telling
your network about it will give you a lot of dividends. Don't approach
them telling them that you hope that they will support your new venture
by buying what you are selling, that is the worst thing that you can do.
Instead treat them as you would your friends. Just keep them informed
about what's happening with your life, and that this is a big thing with
you. If you don't push your product, you will be prompting people to at
least visit your site to take a look at what you have to offer. As to whether
they buy your book or not depends a lot on other factors the least of
them being that the book should have some real stuff that they cannot
find for free elsewhere.
But even if your book does not sell, you have done something else, and
that is to drive traffic to your site and the bottom line is that even if one
income stream, you hoping to make money out of the book, does not
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click, you will probably make some out of your advertisers because of
the increased traffic.

CHAPTER 21
BE PATIENT
There is probably no other piece of advice that is as important as this. It
takes time to do anything and there is no way that you are going to
become an instant success. If you take the success stories of any person,
you will find that there are two things in common, hard work and time.
Do not start a website unless you feel passionately that it will work. If you
do believe that it will work you should be willing to sacrifice a lot of time
and effort to make it work. Even if you have the best content and do
everything else that is supposed to guarantee that your site will become
a hit, you still need to give sufficient time for it to work.
Google sandbox
Another reason for being patient is because of something that is
commonly referred to as the Google sandbox. This sandbox is just a
theory that a number of web masters feel is true although Google has not
come right out and admitted it. A few things that they have mentioned
however seem to indicate that there is a sandbox that Google uses.
This sandbox is just a virtual box where Google dumps new websites or
sites that Google believes are setting out deliberately to cheat their
search engine, or even sites that have been taken over by spammers.
Since there is no direct conformation from Google that there is really a
sandbox finding out if your website is there is a little difficult.
There are a few pointers though. First, if you have just launched your
website, it is almost guaranteed that your site is there. It is possible that
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your site can have a page rank, and it may even pop up on subsidiary
searches, but any direct search will not show your site on the results
page.
This sandboxing is different from Google penalizing you. If you are in
penalty then you will lose your page rank and sometimes the Google
search area may even be grayed out. In the sandbox the website just sits
around until Google deems it to be a worthy website to start to display
on its results page.
Why this sandbox
Since designing web pages is actually not as expensive as other forms of
marketing, many organizations started to create websites just for
promotional purposes and then shut it down. This meant that there were
a number of results with broken links in Google, not a good thing for any
search engine.
Spammers are another reason for this. Until this sandboxing by Google
started, spammers used to start a site just to send out spam, but these
sites tended to get very high ranking in a short time, once again
something that search engines do not want in their results.
There are a number of other reasons for Google adopting this policy, but
suffice it to say that it is there for a purpose, to weed out the real from the
fake. The duration that websites stay in this sandbox can last anywhere
between a couple of months to a year. Nobody has too much information
about this, and your guess is probably as good as any other person's out
there. The only thing that you can do here is to be patient. Continue with
adding in more content and link back, in short continue to operate as if
your website were not in limbo. There are two reasons for this. One is
the very simple reason that Google is not going to notify you before it
removes your site from its sandbox and unless you are prepared you
will be caught napping.
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The other reason is that you can take this time to refine your website so
that once it comes out of the sandbox you will be ready to take
advantage of an exponential increase in your ranking.
You can't beat it
There are a number of websites that offer supposedly guaranteed ways
to remove your site from the sandbox, but it is good to take all this
advice with a pinch of salt. Google has done this with a purpose and
unless you can show specific cause, there is no reason for them to
excuse you. Even if you do everything that you can think of to show
Google that you are really a genuine site, there is no guarantee that it
will work.
It is much better to include this time into your ramping up schedule but
have a strategy in place to take advantage of the time that your website
comes out of the sandbox.
Of course you can purchase an established site instead of creating one of
your own, which means that you can hit the ground running, but even
here, people have found that sites that frequently change their
ownership find themselves put into the sandbox. It is useless to
speculate on why this happens. A much better idea is for you to accept it
and plan accordingly.
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CHAPTER 22
BE NICE
This is the final piece of the jigsaw and is both the first as well as the last
thing that you have to remember. People sometimes tend to confuse
being professional with not being nice without realizing that you can be
professional and at the same time be nice.
Being nice is not something that you should have to work at. It is
supposed to come naturally, as naturally as wishing your neighbors
“Good morning”. Yet it is still something that you should always keep in
mind because with success comes an inflated sense of your own
importance, and then you will not be nice any longer.
Why this being nice is important is because if you leave aside the purely
moralistic aspect of this, it will tend to net you more money than if you
are not. Just think of yourself going out to buy something, would you
rather go to a person who is nice to you and makes you feel comfortable,
or go to a place that does not. Most times even if going to the store
where you like to go takes you longer you will still want to go there.
People online are the same; they will tend to overlook some faults on
your side just because you are nice. Over time you can build such a
strong brand image that it will become the hallmark of your website and
yours can actually be a case in point of how even a very ordinary
looking website has still managed to get such a high ranking on Google
and manages to consistently hit numbers in the millions every week.
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People do not visit a site anymore because it looks nice or because the
graphics are amazing. This has become so common that there is nothing
new in it. If you do go this way you will have to introduce some change
every other week and not only is this exhausting, you will be incurring
tremendous costs too.
People come to you because their browsing experience is good, and
one of the best ways of doing this is being nice. Respond to every
comment that people leave. Thank someone who wishes you well and
help out someone who is asking you for it, however inane the question
is. There are many ways in which you can be nice that it is practically
impossible to tell a person how. It is just in the mindset. Many people
who are nice enough in the beginning tend to get a little abrasive once
they see a bit of success without even realizing that they have become
so and it is best if you bear this in mind.
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CHAPTER 23
CONCLUSION
Increasing traffic to your website is not an easy thing because there is no
one thing that accounts for most of the traffic. If there were two factors
that accounted for 50% of your traffic it is very easy to keep a track of it
and ensure that there are no mistakes. Unfortunately traffic depends on a
lot of small things that together give you the numbers.
If you think SEO optimization is what you need to be doing to get higher
numbers, you will be surprised to find that it is actually backfiring if you
leave out on quality of the content. If you concentrate a lot on the layout
and do not spend much time thinking about the browsing experience,
you are once again not doing everything. It is like a jigsaw that has a
number of small pieces that have to mesh together, and even if one is
missing there will be a very noticeable hole in the picture.
The basics like the content, tagging, linking, and layout are the first
thing that you need to think of, but this will only let you achieve a certain
amount of the potential that your site is capable of. You will still have to
market it properly which is where the “driving traffic” comes in.
Because everything is so cheap on the net when compared to traditional
marketing, your costs may be lower, but this is offset by the amount of
competition that you will have.
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We have tried to give you a general idea of all the things that you will
have to think of when you start your website. The net is a dynamic place
and is constantly in flux. These tips are the basics that you need to get
right while starting out. Once you have done all this you will have to
figure out innovative methods of marketing your site to take it to the next
level.
We wish you the best of luck in your venture.
Some Sites that you can participate in sharing your content SMARTLY for
Traffic are
 Scrid
 Buzzumo
 Life Journal
 Quora
 Hackernoon
Once again Goodluck.

Join Us On Our Social Media
Facebook: facebook.com/smdigitalworld/
Instagram: @smdigitalworld
Twitter: twitter at @SMDigitalWorld1
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/72269146/admin/
Quora Page: https://www.quora.com/q/mxfifpfqhpxpxvjl
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